Classroom Administration

ċ

Class Charts
View

Class charts - data rich seating plans & behavior management.

ċ

Class Flow
View

Design and administer lessons with an integrated teaching and learning system.

ċ

Edline
View

Edline is a subscription classroom management tool purchased by the district for teacher, student and
parent use.

ċ

Edmodo
View

Edmodo is a Facebook-like site that allows teachers to supplement their classes with an online
environment. Watch the Demo video to see how Edmodo works.

ċ

Flubaroo
View

Grade online assignments in a single step! Get reporting and analysis on student performance! Email
students their scores.

ċ

Planbook Online
View

This is a subscription service that allows a teacher to put lesson plans online (to share or not). Plans can
be edited and moved. Planbook also has Common Core Standards built in which can link to the lesson
plans.

ċ

Schoolology
View

Create a learning community that can communicate within that community or outside of that
community.

ċ

Symbaloo
View

Symbaloo allows you to create panels of bookmarks that are visually appealing and easy to find. Each
panel can be specific: school, personal, etc.

ċ

Teacher Portal
View

The WGSD teacher, parent and student portal for attendance, grades, and student records.

General Resources
Categories of digital resources for both teacher and student use.

ċ

Answer Garden
View

Answer Garden is a new minimalistic feedback tool. Use it as a tool for online
brainstorming or embed it on your website or blog as a poll or guestbook.

ċ

Boomerang for Gmail
View

"I hate when I get an email, and it has a due date for something that is over a week or
two away. Why? Because I forget to respond on time! Well Boomerang for Gmail
solves that issue! With Boomerang I can tell it to "resend" the email to me at the date
I choose so that I have a gentle little fresh reminder to answer or respond!"

ċ

Brain Pop
View

Create animated, interesting and engaging content for kids to learn.

ċ

Dropr
View

Create digital online portfolios easily

ċ

Easy Bib
View

Easy Bib is an information literacy platform that provides citation, note taking, and
research tools.

ċ

Exit Tix
View

Exit Ticket allows you to recognize students’ achievements using fun badges in the
same way games encourage players to continue.

ċ

Geddit
View

Check for student understanding.

ċ

Infuse Learning
View

Facilitating personal learning environments on any device.

ċ

Instructables
View

Automatically shows all steps in Instructables.

ċ

Live Binders
View

We created Live Binders so that you could do with digital information what you do
with the papers on your desk - organize them into nice containers, like the 3-ring
binders on your shelf.

ċ

Logo Garden
View

Create free logos online.

ċ

Lucid Press
View

A web-based tool that helps you intuitively produce stunning print and digital
newsletters, flyers, brochures, photo books and more.

ċ

Nearpod
View

Bring the classroom to life with interactive mobile presentations that teachers create
and customize themselves.

ċ

Oppia
View

Open-source tool for creating interactive, collaborative learning activities.

ċ

PDF Zen
View

Open and edit PDFs.

ċ

Poll Everywhere
View

Real time, interactive polling of your classes.

ċ

Quick Topic
View

Discussion board allows for online discussions in one class or between all of your
classes.

ċ

QuizBean
View

A quiz creator to quickly assess your students.

ċ

Remind 101
View

Remind101 provides a safe way for teachers to text message students and stay in
touch with parents. It is 100% free and is used by over 500,000 teachers, students
and parents to send millions of messages every month.

ċ

Sandbox Scripts
View

A directory and instruction site for scripts to be used with Google Apps

ċ

Skitch
View

Get your point across with fewer words using annotation, shapes and sketches, so
that your ideas become reality faster.

ċ

Snag-It Screen Capture
View

The Snagit for Google Chrome™ Extension makes it possible for you to capture
screenshots within your Chrome browser.

ċ

Socrative
View

Give tests, quizzes or just put questions out for conversation. Socrative will record
answers for easy assessment.

ċ

Sound Gecko
View

Whenever you're reading an article and don't have time to finish it you can use the
Sound Gecko extension and it will take the entire article and create a recording of it
so that you can LISTEN to the article whenever you want!

ċ

Storify
View

Create a story about anything.

ċ

Tag Board
View

Create or curate a story using content from social networks on the web.

ċ

TechSmith SnagIt
View

Take a screenshot and it is automatically saved to your Drive.

ċ

Time Glider
View

Create timelines for free!

ċ

Timer
View

Timer Countdown, Alarm Clock, and Stopwatch

ċ

TLDR - Too Long Didn't Read
View

It's designed for those really great articles and blogs that we are too long that we just
don't have time to read all of it. TLDR will take those articles/blogs and summarize it
for you! Awesome, right?

ċ

Voice Thread
View

Text alone can’t deliver the subtlety and expression required for meaningful
connection. If text were enough, we wouldn’t use emoticons, get on planes, or use
web-conferencing software. Voice Threading is a more human way to connect.

ċ

Word It Out
View

An attractive arrangement of randomly positioned words, where the most important
words are bigger than the others.

ċ

Zamzar
View

Free online file conversion site allows you to convert files to ones that are compatible
with Chromebooks, etc.

ċ

Zydeco Inquiry App
View

Great app for inquiry learning and investigations. See tutorial video at
http://stephschroeder.wordpress.com/2014/02/19/zydeco-inquiry-app/

Audio/Music
ċ

Audacity
View

Audacity is a free, easy-to-use, multi-track audio editor and recorder for Windows, Mac
OS X, GNU/Linux and other operating systems. The interface is translated into many
languages.

ċ

AutoRap
View

With Smule’s proprietary “rappification” technology, AutoRap maps the syllables of your
speech to any beat, creating a unique rap every time.

ċ

Free Music Play
View

Tons of free music for kids and teachers to use for presentations and projects.

ċ

Groove Shark Jukebox
View

Play the music you really want, now with all of your friends via our mobile app too!

ċ

Songza
View

Streaming music free.

ċ

Twisted Wave
View

Twisted Wave is a full featured audio editor that allows you to: - Edit audio files from
your computer or your Google Drive, - Apply effects, - Save in one of many supported
file formats, and export the file back to your disk, Google Drive or Sound Cloud.

Comic Creators

ċ

Comic Master
View

Create short graphic novels online with this very nice tool.

ċ

Create a Comic
View

Use our comic builder to draw your own comics, caption photos, take webcam pictures a
balloons. Read, rate, and comment on comics made by people from all around the world.

ċ

Go Animate
View

Make professional animated videos.

ċ

Pixton Comic Maker
View

Inspire students to express themselves with comics! Visual writing tool perfect for any su
level.

ċ

Powtoon
View

Easy and fun comic creator!

ċ

Storyboard That
View

An online storyboard creator that has thousands of combinations of graphics to create st

Digital Resources
ċ

Archive.org
View

This is a treasure trove of digital materials that are stored in this online library.
All materials are free.

ċ

Books/Content Online (core classes)
View

Discovery Education has texts and other content available separated by grade
level and subject.

ċ

CK-12 - Online Learning Tools
View

CK-12 is an app to help students, and teachers improve K-12 learning globally
by providing self-pace learning content & tools.

ċ

Feedly
View

The best place to read the content of your favorite sites. RSS re-invented.

ċ

OER Commons - Textbooks
View

Open Educational Resources (OER) are teaching and learning materials that
you may freely use and reuse, without charge.

Google Apps

ċ

Chromebook Keyboard Shortcuts
View

This is a list of the top-ten most-used keyboard shortcuts for Chromebooks.

ċ

Cloud E-mail
View

Gmail under the WG cloud. Each teacher and student has a cloud account, making it
easy for students and teachers to sign up for free apps and sites (nearly all apps and
sites require an e-mail address to register).

ċ

Doctapus - How To
View

A quick how-to guide for using Doctapus to create and share documents. Use this
script with Google Docs.

ċ

gClassFolders
View

gClassFolders is a free, Google-Spreadsheet-based add-on for Google Apps for EDU
that creates class folders for students and teachers to simplify and streamline their
experience of using Google's world class productivity and collaboration tools in the
classroom.

ċ

Google+
View

Communication and collaboration tool.

ċ

Google Apps A-Z
View

This is a comprehensive list of Google Apps A-Z. All are links.

ċ

Google Calendar
View

Google Calendar can be used as an assignment notebook, a to-do list, assignment
scheduler, etc.

ċ

Google Calendar Tutorial
View

These tutorials show how to use Google Calendars as class websites and classroom
management tools.

ą

Google Cheat Sheet.jpg
View Download

84k

ċ

Google Drive
View

Documents, presentations, forms, and spreadsheets are all created here. There is
also a drawing program. Drive allows sharing between users.

ċ

Google Drive Tutorial
View

This tutorial shows how students and teachers can use Forms, Docs, Sheets, Draw,
Slides and everything offline too.

ċ

Read&Write for Google
View

A Chromebook app that works like Read Write Gold.

Mind Mapping & Collaboration Tools

ċ

Cacoo
View

Cacoo is a user friendly online drawing tool. Multiple users editing the same diagram
means Real-Time Collaboration.

ċ

Digital Whiteboard
View

RealtimeBoard is your regular whiteboard, reinvented for the best online experience.
Add pictures, videos, drawings and Google Docs on an endless canvas, discuss it with
your team or clients, and enjoy the smoothest real time collaboration around.

ċ

Lovely Charts
View

Online diagram software: create professional looking flowcharts, sitemaps, org. charts,
wireframes, and many more... For free.

ċ

Lucid Chart
View

Lucidchart is a web-based diagramming tool that makes drawing diagrams fast and
easy. Students can work individually on assignments or with an unlimited number of
other classmates to create and edit diagrams in real time -- great for group projects.

ċ

Mind Meister
View

Create, edit and share mind maps online. Also works with Google Drive!

ċ

Mindomo
View

A mind-mapping app that is easy to use.

ċ

Padlet
View

A wall of blank space for brainstorming or organizing information. Can be used singly
or collaboratively.

ċ

Popplet
View

A tool for organizing your ideas. Somewhat similar to Inspiration.

ċ

ShowMe Interactive Whiteboard (iPad) Turn your iPad into your personal interactive whiteboard! ShowMe allows you to
View
record voice-over whiteboard tutorials and share them online.

ċ

Simple Whiteboard
View

A simple whiteboard type drawing application that can be used offline. No plugins
required, and you can save your images to PNG files.

ċ

Sketchboard
View

Simple Software Design in Realtime. Sketch UML, free hand, notes, mind maps and
roadmaps. Create simple diagrams together.

ċ

Skype in the Classroom
View

Collaborate with other classes, no matter where they are. Find guest speakers and
invite them to your classroom. Take a virtual field trip anywhere in the world.

ċ

Spaaze
View

Spaaze is an app that works like a corkboard or bulletin board that allows you to post
remiders, etc in collaboration with others or alone.

ċ

Tackk
View

A simple collaborative tool that allows students and teachers to collaborate through
creating web pages.

ċ

Today's Meet
View

Encourage the room to use the live stream to make comments, ask questions, and use
that feedback to tailor your presentation, sharpen your points, and address audience
needs.

Note Taking

ċ

Delicious
View

Social bookmarking tool allows users to highlight, annotate and share.

ċ

Diigo
View

Social bookmarking tool allows users to highlight, annotate and share.

ċ

Evernote
View

Massive note-taking program that uses voice to text, typing, categorizing, etc. Phone
and tablet apps too. All free.

ċ

My School Notebook
View

mySchoolNotebook.com is an application for taking school notes and sharing them with
friends.

ċ

Prism
View

Users are invited to provide an interpretation of a text by highlighting words according
to different categories, or "facets." Each individual interpretation then contributes to
the generation of a visualization which demonstrates the combined interpretation of all
the users.

ċ

Scrible
View

A bookmarklet is a bookmarked link that, when clicked, adds functionality to your
browser. When the scrible Bookmarklet is clicked, it loads the scrible Toolbar atop the
current webpage you're viewing. Adding the scrible Bookmarklet to your browser is a
breeze.

Photo Resources
ċ

Photobucket
View

A photo storage site. This site works with Blogger, allowing you to post photos and
galleries on Blogger using Photobucket as the place those photos are stored.

ċ

Pics 4 Learning
View

Pics4Learning is a safe, free image library for education. Teachers and students can
use the copyright-friendly photos & images for classrooms, multimedia projects,
websites, videos, portfolios, or any projects in an educational setting.

ċ

Pixlr Editor
View

Pixlr presents a full featured photo editor direct in your browser, no download, no
wait and 100% free.

ċ

Pixlr Express
View

Pixlr Express is a powerful photo editor that lets you crop, resize, and fine-tune any
picture, in a completely ad-free experience.

Plagiarism Checkers
ċ

Dupli Checker
View

A free and easy-to-use online plagiarism checker.

ċ

Palgium

Free online plagiarism checker. Must create free account.

View
ċ

Paper Rater
View

Check your writing for grammar, spelling and punctuation errors. Site also checks for
plagiarism.

ċ

Plagiarisma
View

Quick and easy online plagiarism checker.

ċ

Plagiarism Detector
View

Easy to use online plagiarism detector.

ċ

Plag Scan
View

Free, online plagiarism checker.

Presentation - Create

ċ

EverySlide
View

Import your current documents and presentations into EverySlide to access
features that other presentation applications don't have.

ċ

Glogster
View

Interactive online poster that kids can create to show what they know.

ċ

Google Presentation
View

Available through Drive, this app allows kids and adults to make Powerpoint-like
presentations.

ċ

Presentation Remote
View

Use smartphone as a remote control for presentations on Prezi, Google Drive,
slideshare, scribd and dropbox

ċ

Prezi
View

Create a presentation that does not look like the standard Powerpoint.

Screencasting
ċ

Explain Everything
View

Screencasting app to make tutorial videos for classes.

ċ

Screencastify
View

This Chrome Extension allows you to video record everything that you do in a tab.
Afterwards, you can upload to Youtube or elsewhere as an instructional video. Here is a
link to a tutorial video to use Screencastify.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eR7kDbowuUk

ċ

Screencastr
View

Web-based screen recorder.

Text to Speech
ċ

Chrome Speak
View

Chrome Speak (App Version), select the text and right-click to speak with offline tts
engine,

ċ

Read Write Google
View

A Google extension that works like Read Write Gold

ċ

Select and Speak
View

Select and Speak uses iSpeech's human sounding text to speech (TTS) to let you select text
from almost any website and make it talk.

ċ

Speak It
View

Tired of reading? Select text you want to read and listen to it. SpeakIt converts text into
speech so you no longer need to read.

Video - Create
ċ

Animoto
View

Create beautiful, professional videos with Animoto.

ċ

Flip Grid
View

Teachers post questions, kids reply through video-recorded answers and share to a
community of learners.

ċ

Go Animate
View

Engage Your Students With Video! GoAnimate for Schools makes it simple for teachers
and students to make amazing videos!

ċ

PowToon
View

PowToon lets you create awesome presentations and animated videos.

ċ

Stupeflix Video Maker
View

Mix photos, videos, music, and create stunning videos in seconds.

ċ

Videolicious
View

Create great-looking HD videos in just seconds. You choose the content, and
Videolicious does the rest—combining your video clips, photos, and sound to make a
powerful, professional-quality video…without the work.

ċ

WeVideo
View

Video editor and maker allows kids or teachers to use video in the classroom.

ċ

Wideo
View

Make a video online for free with wideo! Create demo videos, bring animated e-cards
to life, create educational videos and lots more.

Video Resources

ċ

PBS Learning Media
View

Treasure Trove of educational videos!

ċ

SafeShare TV
View

Post a YouTube link into this site to eliminate all of the ads and comments
from the display. Just the video will be shown.

ċ

Teacher Tube
View

Teach the World with Collections, Videos, Docs, Photos, & Audio!

ċ

Ted Ed
View

TED-Ed’s commitment to creating lessons worth sharing is an extension of
TED’s mission of spreading great ideas. Within TED-Ed’s growing library of
lessons, you will find carefully curated educational videos, many of which
represent collaborations between talented educators and animators
nominated through the TED-Ed platform.

ċ

Videos - Discovery Education
View

A great video resource for all subjects and levels.

ċ

Vimeo
View

Upload and store your videos on Vimeo. There is a ton of positive,
uplifting videos here.

ċ

YouTube Options
View

Disable annoying things in YouTube and other video sites.

ċ

YouTube Time Machine
View

Students can watch original broadcasts of shows, commercials, etc. Want
to watch the Nixon-Kennedy debate? It's there!

ċ

Zaption
View

Make videos interactive.

Voice to Text

ċ

DictaNote
View

Dictanote provides you with a advanced rich text editor with an inbuilt multilanguage speech recogniser.

ċ

Kaizena Voice Comments
View

Simply highlight and give feedback. Kaizena is the best place to help students
improve their work.

ċ

VoiceNote
View

Text input via speech. Typing without a keyboard now very easy! You say - he
writes!

ċ

Voice Recognition
View

You can use your Google Chrome as a voice recognition app and type long
documents, emails and essays without touching the keyboard.

ċ

Voice Thread
View

Allows for asynchronous discussion or to add voice comments to
presentations. You can also create a webcam video for instruction or
projects.

Websites
ċ

Page-O-Rama
View

Allows you to create and upload a web page in minutes. Easy to use.

ċ

Weebly
View

Easily create a free site, blog or online store. No technical skills required.
Hosting included.

ċ

Wix Website Builder
View

Website Templates - Wix is a free website builder. There are more than 100s
of HTML5 website Templates, Flexible & Code-Free

ċ

Zoho Sites
View

Easiest Website Builder, Ever. 100% Ad-free, Mobile-Friendly, Online forms
and more...

Art

ċ

Cacoo
View

Cacoo is a user friendly online drawing tool. Multiple users editing the same diagram means RealTime Collaboration.

ċ

Deviant Art
View

deviantART muro allows users to create complete works of art in ways never before realized by
digital drawing programs.

ċ

Flock Draw
View

Collaboratively draw online.

ċ

Google Drawing
View

A drawing app that can be found through Google Drive and allows students to create drawings.

ċ

Pixlr Editor
View

Pixlr presents a full featured photo editor direct in your browser, no download, no wait and 100%
free.

ċ

Sketch Pad
View

MugTug Sketchpad brings your favorite digital painting tools to the browser with a tool set
including paintbrush, texture stamp, and spiral brush.

ċ

Sumo Paint
View

An application that is a full painting and image editing application.

Drama

ċ

DramaResource
View

The Drama Resource app brings you drama games, techniques, strategies, lesson
plans, reviews and resources where and when you need.

ELA/Reading

ċ

Actively Learn
View

Close reading site gives materials and tools for the classroom.

ċ

American Rhetoric
View

Shows examples and criteria for rhetorical devices.

ċ

Bit Strips
View

Create comic strips with this app.

ċ

Book Track
View

Read with a soundtrack or create your own.

ċ

Bubble Us
View

A brainstorming app.

ċ

Dogo News
View

The #1 source for Current Events, News and Non-fictional articles for Kids and Teachers

ċ

Google Books
View

Find books, many for free.

ċ

instaGrok
View

nstaGrok is transforming the way all of us learn and share knowledge. It's a research engine
that lets you learn about any topic. A graphical concept map shows you how important ideas
connect.

ċ

Kindle Cloud Reader
View

Read your Kindle books on your computer.

ċ

Move Note
View

Present your documents with video!

ċ

Mystery Net
View

Short puzzling stories that kids need to think through and solve.

ċ

News ELA
View

A treasure trove of nonfiction materials for the language arts classroom.

ċ

Open Library Book Search
View

A simple app for quickly searching the OpenLibrary.org book catalog. openlibrary.org is a great
source for finding and viewing books for free. There are many e-books available to view right
from the site.

ċ

Paper Rater
View

Paper Rater is an online tool that helps check spelling and grammar and also helps check for
plagiarism.

ċ

Paper Rater
View

This app checks for spelling and grammar errors.

ċ

Poems by Heart
View

A game-like app to help kids memorize poetry.

ċ

Reading and Writing Project
View

A site full of information and practical things from the Reading and Writing Project.

ċ

Reading Rewards
View

Track student progress on their reading, see what books they are reading, and create a reward
system through Reading Rewards.

ċ

Reading Rewards
View

Track student progress on their reading, see what books they are reading, and create a reward
system through Reading Rewards.

ċ

Read Works
View

A digital resource mainly geared to help with reading comprehension

ċ

Shakespeare's Monologues
View

Provides quick access from Chrome's New Tab page to the Shakespeare's Monologues site.
Search and/or browse for monologues.

ċ

Short Story Idea Generator
View

This idea generator helps kids get story ideas, character descriptions, setting ideas, etc.

ċ

Short Story Idea Generator
View

Generate short story ideas.

ċ

Storybird
View

Create storybooks online.

ċ

Study Mode
View

StudyMode helps students become better writers. View research, get help with popular books
and cite your sources all in one place.

ċ

Teen Tribune
View

Serving 162,052 teachers since 2008 to promote an informed, literate and civil electorate

ċ

Vocabulary Site
View

The quickest and easiest way to improve your vocabulary. Quizzes, games, flash cards, etc.

ċ

Vocabulary Spelling City
View

VocabularySpellingCity offers learning activities and tests based on word lists that are created
and saved by teachers or parents.

ċ

Word Dynamo
View

Vocabulary-building site.

ċ

Word Tamer
View

A cool, interactive way to expand your vocabulary.

ċ

Writing Prompts
View

Help kids generate writing prompts with this app.

ċ

YALSA Teen Book Finder
View

An app from the Young Adult Library Services Association that helps students find books to
read. Only available on iOS now but will be coming to Android soon.

Foreign Languages

ċ

Babbel
View

Learning languages on the internet has never been so easy! With Babbel you won't just
learn quickly, intuitively and flexibly, but also more affordably than with traditional
language courses.

ċ

Duolingo
View

Duolingo assists individuals in learning languages. Reading, listening and speaking are all
featured.

ċ

Flash Cards
View

Learn languages faster. Prep for exams anywhere. Teach your kids anytime. Even entertain
yourself with fun trivia. Versatility is it's middle name.

ċ

French Conjugation
View

You can conjugate the verbs in french in all tenses.

ċ

French Memory
View

Learn Basic French Vocabulary by remembering and matching the cards with their names!

ċ

German Flash Cards
View

Offline and free (open source) flashcards application for learning German with 15000
words.

ċ

German Memory
View

Learn Basic German Vocabulary by remembering and matching the cards with their names!

ċ

Learn French - Immersia
View

An adventure game for learning French. You can now learn to SPEAK French (yeah, using
speech recognition) faster than ever before.

ċ

Learn German
View

This app is designed to teach you and help you learn German for free through vocabulary,
phrases, grammar and flashcards (vocabulary trainer) with audio.

ċ

Learn Spanish
View

This app is designed to teach you and help you learn Spanish for free through vocabulary,
phrases, grammar and flashcards…

ċ

Linguarana
View

Linguarana is an interactive, user-friendly service for foreign languages learning

ċ

Molto Bene Italian
View

Interactive audio lessons and games for studying Italian

ċ

Que Onda Spanish
View

Interactive audio lessons and games for studying Spanish

ċ

Yabla - Learn French
View

Yabla French is a web app that brings you authentic videos in a video player designed for
language learners.

ċ

Yabla - Learn Italian
View

Yabla Italian is a web app that brings you authentic videos in a video player designed for
language learners.

ċ

Buzz Math
View

Buzzmath is a rich app for personalized middle school math practice. It's engaging
thousands of students, teachers and families by empowering and challenging them.

ċ

Desmos
View

Beautiful, powerful, free math exploration! Brought to you by desmos.com

ċ

GeoGebra
View

GeoGebra (www.geogebra.org) is free dynamic mathematics software for all levels of
education that brings together geometry, algebra, spreadsheets, graphing, statistics and
calculus in one easy-to-use package.

ċ

Google Spreadsheets
View

Google spreadsheet app available through Google Drive.

ċ

Graphing Calculator
View

This is beautiful, powerful, intuitive math that lives completely in your browser -- for free!
Now with tables of data, slider animation, moveable points, and more!

ċ

Hooda Math Games
View

HoodaMath.com contains over 500 Math Games. All available online for free. No
registration required.

Math

ċ

Khan Academy
View

Online tutorial videos of math along with many other subjects.

ċ

Logarithms Table
View

Log Tables in a an easy to use manner. A must for Math students.

ċ

Math is Fun
View

A site with many links to different levels of math, tools, games, etc.

ċ

Math Train TV
View

Allows students to make videos to explain their learning in math.

ċ

Numberphile
View

A great website for kids who don't like math.

ċ

Numerics Calculator and Converter
View

Powerful calculator and converter for Chrome. The easiest way to calculate. Works
offline

Science

ċ

3D Solar System
View

This is a 3D solar system simulation application, which gives you the approximate location of the
planets in the solar system at different time, and some information about each one of them.

ċ

Anatomy 3D
View

Anatomy 3D incorporates the most quality and comprehensive 3d anatomy contents. Anatomy
videos, mobile applications, rich visual contents, the highest quality web applications of
anatomy, android and ios formats are available on Anatomy 3D. Interactive tools for exploring,
dissecting, and sharing custom views, combined with detailed medical descriptions provide an

unprecedented new visual format to learn about your body.
ċ

Anatomy Skills - Bones
View

Learn all of the major bones in the human body using three different modes: Learn, Game and
Quiz. The app covers all of the major bones in the body from the phalanges to the femurs.
Carefully selected graphics make the features easy to identify.

ċ

Bio Digital Human
View

The BioDigital Human is a 3D platform that simplifies the understanding of anatomy, disease
and treatments. Explore the body in 3D!

ċ

Biology Games
View

While you are playing biology games you can find lots of details related by biology.

ċ

Chem Reference
View

ChemReference is a detailed and powerful periodic table of the elements and chemistry
reference tool designed with a fast workflow in mind.

ċ

Google Spreadsheets
View

Spreadsheet app available through Google Drive.

ċ

Planetarium
View

Planetarium shows you over 1,500 stars - that's every star up to magnitude "+5". These stars are
the brightest in the night sky, the ones you can see with your own naked eye on a good dark
night away from city lights.

ċ

Science Games
View

Science Games include various sub-categories of science. In this comprehensive science games
collection, you will find biology games, surgery and doctor games, anatomy games and more
educational games that can be played by both kids and adults.

ċ

Science/Math/Engineering
Calculators
View

Calculators related to math, science, physics, engineering, fluid mechanics and finance
equations for students and teachers.

ċ

Science Penguin
View

In this application, you will find everything about science. Science Penguin invites you to a
journey from the most mysterious scientists in the Middle Ages to the today's most innovative
and contemporary scientific discoveries of scientists.

ċ

Spongelab Educational Tools
View

Spongelab is an online learning platform with science animations, images, videos and games
integrated into a teacher content management system. All at no cost, science teachers, students
and thinkers can access our growing database of amazing interactive educational media.
Spongelab - where science meets play!

ċ

Useful Periodic Chart
View

For those that have purchased the app on their mobile device we appreciate their support in
keeping this chrome version ad free.

ċ

Web Lab
View

See the magic of the web brought to life through 5 interactive Chrome Experiments. Open to the
world online.

Social Studies

ċ

Adventures in Ancient Greece
View

This is an interactive learning activity that teaches kids many different parts of the Greece unit.

ċ

Alternative Geography
View

GeoGeo is a website on which everything about geography is. You can find all the ios and
android apps, watch the videos, read articles and news about geography, and even play
geography games.

ċ

Atlas Rain
View

View hundreds of most interesting and important events throughout the history of Earth on a
3D globe, right in your browser.

ċ

Channel One News
View

A short, interesting news program produced by young adults for school kids.

ċ

Chronozoom
View

Interactive timeline that puts historical events into perspective.

ċ

Dogo News
View

The #1 source for Current Events, News and Non-fictional articles for Kids and Teachers!

ċ

History Games
View

A part of the history.com website dedicated to games about history.

ċ

Inno Games
View

Video games set in historical periods: Greece, Medieval Europe, etc. The games work like SIM
City games. Kids LOVE them.

ċ

paperrater.com
View

Paper Rater is an online tool that helps check spelling and grammar and also helps check for
plagiarism.

ċ

Primary History
View

Interactive, kid-friendly site about various historical periods. Features animation, games, etc.

ċ

Quick Earth
View

Explore the planet with Quick Earth, the most featured-packed Google Earth app in the Chrome
web store.

ċ

The Big History Project
View

An interactive timeline of all aspects of the world's history. Videos and information from
historical and scientific aspects.

ċ

Tween Tribune
View

Serving 162,052 teachers since 2008 to promote an informed, literate and civil electorate

ċ

World Countries
View

Learn about the countries of the world. This app provide information on geography, maps,
people pictures, flags, national anthem, history, populations, cities, economics and more.

ċ

World Data Atlas
View

World Data Atlas is your ultimate source on world's statistics. Browse key statistics by country
and region, find relevant data and visualization and export them into Excel, PowerPoint and
PDF all at your fingertips.

Map Resources

ċ

Google Maps
View

Google Maps provides users with powerful, easy to use mapping technology and local business
information.

ċ

Map Faire
View

We're here to help you create any kind of map, for business or for pleasure.

ċ

Old Maps Online
View

An easy-to-use gateway to historical maps in libraries around the world.

ċ

Scribble Maps
View

Scribble Maps is the quick and easy way to create and share custom maps, even without an account!

ċ

Time Maps
View

The most comprehensive World History Atlas on the internet. Easily navigate to any time and place in
history.

ċ

World Map
View

World Atlas is an educational resource for world maps, atlases, and in-depth geography information.
Teachers and students: free maps of Europe, USA, Canada..
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